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The main result is that if m and k are odd integers with m > k > I, then 
any graph which is the union of m graphs of maximum valence k is also the 
union of k graphs of maximum valence nz. This is not generally true: if k > m. 
This note is a development of [2] and the notation and definitions used 
may be found there. We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let m and k be positive itztegers with m # k. 
(i) Cknz = C,” if and only if m and k are even. 
(ii) If m and k are both odd and m > k > 1, then Ckm C Cmk $ Ckm. 
(iii) If m is even and k is odd, then CRm C C,” p Ckm. 
Proof of(i). This is part of [2, Theorem 11. 
Proof of (ii). Let G e Ckm. Then G can be expressed in the form 
where G, ,..., G, are graphs with maximum valence <k. Then GJc+r U .*. u G, 
has maximum valence <k(m - k), and therefore, since m - k is even, 
xm-lc(Gr;+~ u *.- u GJ < [ k(m - k) + (m - k) - I m-k 1 = k 2 
using [I, Corollary 2.11. Therefore Gk+l u ... U 6, can be re-expressed as 
Hl u ... u Hk, where Hl ,..., Hk are graphs with maximum valence <m - k. 
PutFz=Hi~Gi(l<i<k).ThenG=FIU~~~UF~andFiisineach 
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case a graph with maximum valence em; thus G E Cmk. Therefore Cknl C C,“. 
Part (i) now implies that C’,j< (J C,cm. 
Proof of (iii). This is similar to part (ii). 
The following theorem also holds by an analogous argument. 
THEOREM 2. Let m and k be positive integers with m # k. 
(i) DRm = D,” if and only if either both m and k are even. 
(ii) If m and k are both odd and m > k > 1, then D,” C D,” @ Dknk. 
(iii) If m is even and k is odd, then D,” C D,” $ D,“. 
Remark. Both theorems remain true if C,” and D,” are redefined as sets 
of isomorphism classes of multigraphs with no loops. No significant change 
in the argument is needed. 
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